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KEY

KEY fixes your sound like an audio-tuning pro would.

KEY by itself provides a high-end stereo sound in your 

vehicle.  Affordable but sophisticated, KEY automati-

cally calibrates your sound system to dramatically 

improve it.  The result is greatly improved volume, 

tremendous sound quality and concert-level realism in 

a matter of minutes.

KEY200.4 SMART AMP: This auto-equalization, 4-channel amp 

delivers 200 watts (RMS) to full-range speakers, with processing 

that pinpoints the sound right where you need to hear it – up high 

on the “soundstage” dash and at your ears. 

KEY500.1 SMART MONO AMP: This 500-watt (RMS) sub amp 

creates clean, even bass response at any volume level. Once the 

audio signal fed in has been auto-equalized and analyzed, KEY 

restores the low bass that is typically missing from factory sources.

KEYLOC: No tools needed as this line-output converter auto-de-

tects signal frequency range and corrects EQ and imaging issues.
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SMART AMPLIFIERS AND PROCESSING



NEW!
SUBWOOFERS

COMP
® 

SUBWOOFERS

COMPVT
™

 

SUBWOOFERS

COMPVR
® 

SUBWOOFERS

COMPVX
®  

SUBWOOFERS

Our signature square subwoofer handles thousands of 

watts by incorporating a unique power delivery and 

thermal management system. All this goes into a woofer 

cone with 20 percent more area than a round woofer, so 

you get more, reliable bass - from the same space!

Packed with technology, efficiency and raw power 

handling, the CompVX is engineered to give you impact 

and accuracy in equal measure. The audiophile in you 

will love the sound, and the bass-lover in you will revel in 

earth-shattering bottom end.

Hard-hitting bass is your passion. Dual voice coils, large 

magnets and excellent heat management give you the 

boom that lasts day in and day out.

Less than five inches deep, the CompVT fits nearly 

anywhere while delivering the bass only KICKER can 

provide. Whether it’s under a truck seat, behind a bench or 

in the trunk, you get that boom you’ve been craving.

The Comp Subwoofer is built to deliver the bass you need 

in a sealed or ported enclosure. Pair it with a DX-Series 

Amplifier for the best combination of value and power.

L7S
™

SUBWOOFERS

More cone area means more bass! Hear the square sub 

advantage with the L7R.  Our signature red stitching 

binds the ribbed Santoprene® surround to the 

injection-molded SoloKon™ for added strength, while 

360-degree back bracing keeps the entire cone strong 

and stable for smooth, distortion-free bass.

L7R
™

L7S™
LED GRILLES

DS
    

COAXIAL SPEAKERS

KS     COAXIAL SPEAKERS

KS
  

TWEETERS

KS-Series Coaxials represent a classic combination of 

high power handling and performance. Silk-dome 

tweeters accompany heavy-duty woofers and motor 

structures with EVC™ (Extended Voice Coil) technolo-

gy, creating remarkable bass with an extremely 

smooth response. 

KS
    

COMPONENT SYSTEMS

KS-Series Systems are built for performance, power 

handling and flexibility.  Mountable in nearly every car 

on the road, the large silk-dome tweeters create a 

smooth response while the woofers’ extended voice 

coils and high-performance motors give you incredible 

volume and sonic detail. 

KS-Series 1-inch and 3/4-inch tweeters utilize extremely 

lightweight neodymium magnets and silk-dome compo-

sition for smooth, natural sound and precise high-fre-

quency response. Mount them flush, angled, or use the 

new swivel surface-mount pods on a highly flexible ball 

joint for easy positioning and the best possible imaging!  

DS-Series thin-profile coaxial speakers fit perfectly in 

your factory speaker location. The midrange woofers’ 

stiff, UV-treated polypropylene cones and acous-

tic-foam surrounds provide optimal performance that 

lasts for years. 

Protect your L7S sub in style! A duo of grille finishes 

(charcoal, white) and seven awesome LED colors create 

a mood as unique as you are. 

L7S LOADED ENCLOSURES

COMP
® 

LOADED ENCLOSURES

HIDEAWAY
®  

 POWERED SUB

Our legendary L7S Loaded Enclosures pair a factory-op-

timized enclosure and front facing vents for maximum 

volume. You get the perfect sub, matched with the 

perfect box – pre-made for easy installation and 

monstrous bass.

Comp Loaded Enclosures deliver a rugged look and 

flexible designs to work with any car or truck. With a 

custom-made port plus updated subwoofer and box 

design, this ultra-efficient enclosure doles out a huge 

level of bass in a very small space.  

KICKER’s first compact powered subwoofer, the 

Hideaway Compact Powered Subwoofer delivers 

surprising low frequency output from a remarkably small 

enclosure, setting a standard in plug-and-play bass 

performance and convenience in a vehicle. 

TB-SERIES
™

SUBWOOFERS  

Built from thick ABS, the TB-Series comes equipped 

with an active CompR® woofer on one side and a reFLEX 

subwoofer on the other - delivering excellent power 

handling and deep excursion. An innovative bracket 

system allows KICKER TB Enclosures to be mounted 

horizontally or vertically in nearly any vehicle. 

™

CX ONE-OHM STABLE AMPLIFIERS

CX-Series mono amps now feature one-ohm stability for 

even more wiring options. The amplifiers also feature 

FIT+™ (Fail-safe Integration Technology-PLUS), and 

accept up to 40 volts (400 watts) of speaker-level input. 

Built-in 12dB crossovers, adjustable KickEQ™ process-

ing and an optional CXARC remote help dial in the 

perfect sound. Mounts vertically or horizontally with 

included hardware. 


